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Abstract-In this paper we consider equations defined by (1.3)-(1.2)-(1.4). We describe in detail three
algorithms for theapproximate determination of 1,1.", I.for 1,1. ,I resp,for oneof the Aj 'so Thesingle stepsof the
algorithms are the four fundamental operations and the positive value of k": roots of positive numbers and
the main interestof them liesin thefact that (thealgorithms themselves andso)theirlengths depend onlyon
n, r and the prescribed relative error and 110t on the entries of the matrices A".
I.
Investigating e.g. systems of differential equations
JL = 1,2, ... , n (1.1)
where the a", 's, b",.'s, C", 's are arbitrary complex numbers and y, = y,(x) (/I = 1,2, ... , n) the
idea to try to solve it by
y, = c, e" /I = 1,2, ... , n
leads at once to the necessity to determine the A's satisfying the equation
det(AA 2 +BA + C) = 0
where A, B, Care n x n matrices with a"" b.; resp. c.; as entries. More generally matrices of
form
(1.2)
are called A-matrices where the A,. 's are constant n x n matrices with complex entries, A
complex variable and E" is the n x n unit matrix. The latent zeros of Ho(A) are the zeros of
def
G(A) = det Ho(A) = O.
These latent zeros-denoted by AII A21 •.• ,A", with the convention
(1.3)
(l.4)
play an important role in a number of applications e.g.[1,2]. These works contain results
concerning the calculation of these latent zeros. The results of this paper will refer partly to the
approximative determination of IA 11 and IA",I partly to givefor arbitrary r, n and arbitrarily small
E > 0 an algorithm where the permitted steps are
(a) the four fundamental operations (on complex numbers)
(b) taking the positive value of the k t h root of positive numbers (k = 2, 3, ...)
which has the properties that the length of the algorithm depends only on rn and E and applied it
to an arbitrary equation (1.2-1.3) with regular A, it gives a (generally complex) value A* so that
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for a suitable j the inequality
holds.
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2.
To see the point of this paper properly I remark the following. It is known[1,3] that the
determination of the latent zeros of H"(A) is equivalent to the determination of the eigenvaluesof
the rn x rn matrix
A 1 A2 ... A,-1 A,
def En 0 ... 0 0
f= 0 En '" 0 0 (2.1 )
0 0 En 0
Now application of the method given in[4] could reach essentially the same goals theoretically
but only after workingwith matrices of size rn x ntn whereas the algorithm of the present paper
deals exclusively with matrices of size n x n which is certainly advantageous from machinepoint
of view.
3.
To keep the paper on reasonable length we shall omit proofs; they will be given in[5]. Beside
some results contained in this book essential role is played in the proofs by the following theorem
of 1. N. Franklin[2]. Forming the sequence of n x n matrices S, defined recursively by
for v = 1,2, ... , rand
for v > r + 1 the relation
S; = S,. 1A 1+ ... +S".,A,.
m
2: A/ = tr S;
j=1
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
holds.
I am much indebted to Anna Lee for a number of useful conversations on this subject.
4.
Let k ~ 1be an arbitrary fixedinteger and starting from Ho(z) in (1.2) we form recursively the
matrices H 1(z ), H 2(z ), ... , Hk(Z) by
v = 0,1, ... , k -1 (4.1)
Let
Then we assert
Rule 1. Forming the sequence of matrices S~ by
S~ = S~-lBl + ... + Sf Bc.: + vB, for v = 1,2, ... , r
S~=S~'lBI+'''+S~ ,B, forv=r+l, ... ,rn
(4.2)
(4.3)
the inequality
Onthelatentrootsof Amatrices
I;'2~;'2 5 (1/ 2' )
max Itr St lll ' P.2' l
I' = 1.2.. .. , rn
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(4.4)
holds.
Choosing k suffi ciently large the right side can be made as close to I as one wishes. What is
still more interesting, prescribing e.g. I% relative exactitude, the number k can be chosen not
only independently of the entries of the Aj's and configuration of the Aj 's, but also on r and n ! In
applications r is 2, 3 or 4 and operations necessary to calculate the quantity
It S*\lI ,p.2')max r o :
I ' = 1.2•...• rn
can be easily performed on machines. The number of operations is comparable to a power of n ;
the algorithm itself is independent on the entries of the Aj's.
In the case of r = I, i.e. with eigenvalues of a matrix A the rule 1. takes a particularly elegant
form. We shall not write it out in details.*
Let us remark that the operation
can be reduced by
max (a,b ) a, b real
a+b I[(a - b)2]max (a,b )=-2- + V - 2-
where the positive value of the square root is to be taken, to the domain of operations described
in 1 and the same holds for
(4.5)
and
(4.6)
5.
In the algorithm described in rule lone can recognise a suitable modified Graeffe-type
algorithm. I observed in 1950 that my methods can be applied in numerical analysis; after my
fir st paper in this subject,[6J, I looked into books on numerical analysis how Graeffe's method is
treated. They generally treat the trivial case when there is a single root with maximal absolute
value (of course in the form of a limes relation withouterror-estimation) and afterwards illustrate
the method on a well chosen numerical example, where everything is fine, not discussing the
inadequacies of the original method and its known modifications. Lanczos [7] is a very notable
exception. On p. 31 , he discusses the absolute largest zero of a numerical equation of 6t h degree
(with zeros ± 2i, ( - 3± 4i) and (4 ± 3i» and finds that usingamong the 10th and 16t h power sums of
the zeros only the 11 th , one can get a reasonable approximation (whose general validity I
showed [6]). Though he makes no attempt to go beyond his remark (which could have been more
illustrative replacinghis exampleby Z3 - I), no doubt he was on track to use intuitively the method
in every numerical instances (without an error estimation though).
6.
Let now k ~ I an integer and suppose now on G(A ) that
A ~ I exists. (6.1)
' The algorithm works obviously also in the case when the entries of the AJ matrices depend on some parameters,
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It follows at once that
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def
= (-1)" det A.. det{ArEn - Ar~ICI-" . - ACr- l - C}.
Let now
H~(z) = A"E; - Ar-Ic, - ... - AC-, - C
and we form recursively the matrices
(6.2)
(6.3)
Ht+l(Z) = (-I)'Ht(yz)Ht( - yz)
Let
v = 0, I, ... , k - 1. (6.4)
def
Ht(z) = ZrEn - Zr-I D I _ ... - ZDr~' - Dr.
Then we assert the
(6.5)
Rule II. Suppose (6.1) on Ho(A) in (1.2) and let k ~ 1 be an arbitrary integer. We form the
matrices C, defined by (6.2), then the matrices D, defined by (6.3-6.5). Finally we calculate the
matrices UI = DJ, U2, ... Urn recursively by
for lJ = 2, 3, ... , r
(6.6)
Then the inequality
forr +1~ lJ ~ rn.
5-2 ' ~ IAI max ItrUvl(l/V2')~ 1
lI=I, ... ,rn
(6.7)
holds.
All comments we made on rule I are valid on rule II too. We emphasize again it gives a 1%
relative error at most when choosing
k = 8
independently of the entries, rand n.
7.
Rule II gives a possibility to determine the absolute value of the absolutely smallest root of
the equation (1.2) with an arbitrarily small relative error. If one is contented with an upper bound
for lAd then a much more direct upper bound can be given in terms of the S; matrices defined in
(3.1-3.2)which is moreoverbest possible in a certain sense, even without supposingthe existence
of A ~I. As a slightdigressionwe state with proof (since it can be done very shortly) the following
Theorem. All absolutely smallest solutions of the equation (1.2) lie in the disc
[z] ~ max ItrSvl("V)
v= 1.2 •... ,rtJ
of the complex plane. This disc cannotbe diminished if and only if all roots of (1.2) are different
(rn + l)'h roots of unity.
The proof will give at the same time the flavor of the proof of all the rules in this paper. It is
based on the simplesttheorem of the method of the book mentionedin Section3.Let zIIZ21 ... , ZN
Onthelatentrootsof It matrices
arbitrary complex numbers so that
Then there is an integer Vo with
so that
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(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)
The equality-sign in (7.3) cannot be omitted if and only if ZllZ21 ••• ,ZN are any N different
(N + l)th roots of unity. We have to apply this theorem with
j = 1,2, ... , rn;
owing to (1.4) the condition (7.1) is satisfied. Hence for a suitable integer v I with1~ VI ~ rn
i.e.
which is owing to (3.3)
= ItrSv,I(l/v,) ~ max Itr s. 1(l/V)
v= l •.... rn
as asserted.
We remark without proof that a more intricate reasoning gives that all solutions of the
equation (1.2) are in the disc
Izl<5 max !trSv!O!V'.
/.1= 1.2.... ,rn
(7.4)
8.
Finally we turn to describe one of our algorithms (we could give many) which leads to A* in
(1.5). We shall apply repeatedly the rule II which we shall write as
with
L=------
max Itr Uv1(l/v2k )
v=j•... ,rn
and suppose (6.1). We shall also use the observation that
19 5-(1/16) 9
21> > 10
(8.1)
(8.2)
(8.3)
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O'h step of the algorithm. We apply rule II to O(A) with k = 4. Denoting-from later
reasons-the resulting L by L (0) and writing
O (0)=1)
we got-using (8.3)-that A, is in the annulus
~ L (0) :s I l:s L (0)10 _z_ .
First step. We form the points
(8.4)
j =0,1, ... , 11 (8.5)
and the twelve polynomials*
del
HO( 1) j l ) + w) = w'E: - w'-'A \j\ - ... - wA~~I.I- A~i,. (8.6)
If one of the A ~~ matrices (j = 0, I, ... , 11) is singular then the corresponding 1) jIJ is a root of
O(A) and we are ready. If not then we apply rule II with k = 4 to each
del
O;.I(A)= detHo( 1)jIJ + A) (8.7)
rearranged it in the form (8.6). So we get, in the spirit of the notation of (8.4), first that there are
Aj's in each annuli
~ CIJ:s [z - (1)1:s L(I)10 ) - 1)J - J
and defining the index j, and L (IJ by
(j =0, 1, ... , II) (8.8)
(0< )min L jl) = L H) = L j:l
J
and 1)(1) by
(I) (I)
1)iJ=1)
there is a Aj in the annulus
~L(IJ:SI - (1)!:sL(I)10 _Z 1) - .
9.
Second step. We form the points
(8.9)
(8.10)
(8.11)
(2) _ (I) +19 (jrri/6)
1); - 1) 20e
and the twelve polynomials
(j=O,I, .... ll) (9.1)
del
HO( 1) ;2) + w) = w'E" - w'-IA \j.i - ... - wA~21.2- A~i. (9.2)
'The points in (8.5) form a regular l2-gon. The choice is motivated by the fact that the numbers written in the form
cj~i/·a + bi, contain the only irrational number V3 and so the rearrangement (8.6) is particularly easy.
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If one of the A ~~ matrices (j = 0, I, . . . , 11) is singular then the corresponding 1}j2) is a root of
G(A) and we are ready. If not then we apply rule II with k = 4 to each
del
GdA) = det HO( 1}j2l +A) (9.3)
rearrangedit in the form (8.6). So we get, in the spirit of the notation(8.4), first that there are Aj'S
in each annuli
2- L (2l < I~ _ (2)1< L (2l10 I = <. 1}, = )
and defining the index hand L (2) by
(0 <) min Lj2) = Lj;' = L (2)
J
and 1}(2) by
(2) (2)
1}h =1}
there is a Aj in the annulus
~ L (2 ) ~ [z - " l-s L (2l10 - 1} - •
(9.4)
(9.5)
(9.6)
(9.7)
This algorithm can be continuedad infinitum (it can be finished only in a root). One can prove
that for arbitrary integer d ~ 2 after d steps of the algorithm for an appropriate root Ad of
G(A) = 0 the inequality
holds. Hence A* in (1.5) can be chosen as
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